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From the President
John Flint

For this month I thought I would give an update on 
how things are tracking within the club in regard to 
membership. Tom Brennan and Richard Patterson 
have both written articles of late getting into some 
statistical analysis on various aspects of the club so 
I might as well join in with some stats dug up from 
the membership database.

As of the last week we have a total of 833 members 
of all classes. There are 387 female and 446 male 
members.

• Full Member - Active Electronic   475

• Full Member - Active Postal          21

• Household - Active Postal -  14

• Full Member - Non Active Electronic          37

• Full Member - Non Active Postal  7

• Prospective Member       250

This represents the high point in the year as the 
membership database has not yet been purged of 
expired memberships while we wait for a few late 
minute renewals. Based on my best guess around 

60 members will drop off the list. While this sounds 
a lot of lost members it is matched by the number 
of prospectives achieving the required qualifying 
walks and converting to full membership.  This is 
pretty consistent over the last few years with the 
membership being relatively steady varying between 
700-800 members and conversion from prospective 
membership of around 25% 

The committee are not entirely sure 25% conversion 
is good enough and seek to find out if there are 
measures the club can take to increase the uptake 
of new members and if there are factors to be 
overcome such as lack of gear for overnight walks 
or some other reason.

Another important measure of the health of the club 
is not so much if the club membership is steady 
or growing but if it is being renewed by attracting 
younger members. If the membership numbers are 
steady but the average age is getting older there 
will be a issue in the future.

My sense is that the club is being renewed and we 
have a healthy influx of members of all ages. I can’t 
find to hand past analysis but the following figures 
are a measure of where we are now.

Median Age (all membership classes)
All 51
Male 55
Female 46

Age 
Breakdown

All Male Female

18-29 61 27 34
30-39 135 56 79
40-49 147 71 76
50-59 172 92 80
60-69 112 74 38
70-80 46 35 11

New members
The committee approved the following new members at the August meeting:

George Cagle
Margot Bull

Peter Marshall
Joan Chan
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When is the next high tide?
David Trinder

Often, on a bush walk, we need to know the tides.

Most of us know that the moon‘s gravity attracts 
the sea water and causes a high tide. If that were 
the only factor it would mean that we have one high 
tide every day when the moon is overhead and they 
would all be the same height. This is not so for three 
reasons.  

• When we have a high tide caused by the 
attraction of the moon there will be another 
on at the antipodes almost equal in height.  
Consequently we get two high tides every day, 
12 hours apart and two low tides between them 
also 12 hours apart.

• The high tide does not occur when the moon is 
overhead; it comes about 9 hours later in on 
the east coast of NSW, probably because of the 
movement of water across the ocean.

• The sun also has an effect. It is 400 times the 
size of the moon and is 400 times further away 
but the distance has more effect than mass 
on the gravitational pull so it has a weaker 
gravitational pull than the moon. So at new 
moon when the moon and the sun are pulling 
from the same direction we get a higher tide 
than at the half moon when they are pulling 
from different directions. This lesser high tide at 
half moon is called a “neap tide”. We also get a 
higher high tide at full moon when the moon and 
the sun are opposite; when one is above and the 
other is below. The antipodean high combined 
with normal gravitational high combined gives 
us the high high tide the same as at new moon.

With those 3 factors considered we get some simple 
rules for predicting tides.

Rule 1

At full moon and new moon we always get a high 
tide at 9 am and 9 pm and a low tide at 3 pm and 3 
am. When the moon is a half circle in shape, which 
is the first quarter and third quarter of the moon 
phase, we get a neap tide at 3 am and 3 pm and the 
low is at 9 am and 9 pm.  

The height of the tide

At full moon and new moon the tide varies from 1.9 
metres at high tide and 0.3 metres at low tide, a 
difference of about 1.6 metres. At the neap tide the 
high tide is 1.4 metres and the low is at 0.8 metres, 
a difference of about 0.6 metres.  

Interpolating

To interpolate between the high and low tides a high 
tide goes back a bit less than 1 hour every day. 
The moon goes through its full cycle every 29 days, 
so each quarter it goes back 6 hours every 7 days 
that is about 50 minutes every day. For example, 
if the high tide is at 10 AM on Sunday, it could be 
10.55 AM on Monday, 11.47 AM on Tuesday. 12.37 
PM on Tuesday, 1.23 PM on Wednesday,  2.07 PM 
on Thursday, 2.47 PM on Friday and 3.28 PM on 
Saturday. These are times taken from a tide chart 
and they go back a number of minutes each day, 
between 40 and 55 minutes for a variety of reasons 
and they average 47.8 minutes each day.

The date of full moons

If you want to work out the tides from the full moon, 
the full moon goes forward about 1 day every month.  

This year, these are some of the full moon dates, 
May 4, June 3, July 2 and 31, August 30, September 
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28, October 27, November 26, December 25. Full 
moon to full moon is 29 days and the months vary 
from 28 to 31 days. In a 31 day month the full moon 
comes forward 1 or 2 days and on a 28 day February 
it is likely to go back 1 day.

Note that in July we have 2 full moons, the second 
full moon in any month is called a ”blue moon”. 

Rule 2

The moon rises in the east, sets in the west and is 

north at midday as the sun does. The tide is always 
high when the moon is a quarter of the way along 
its path, no matter what shape it is and it low tide 
when the moon is three quarters along its path.  
This because when the moon is I quarter of the 
way along its path, it is 9 hours after it was directly 
underneath.  

I hope you can remember enough of this to make it 
useful next ime you need to know the tides.

Social Program

Wed 16 Sept - Koala workshop. Alice McGlashan from the University of Sydney is researching the 
status of koalas in the Greater Blue Mountains World Heritage Area – where they occur, how many exist, 
what tree species they eat and where good koala habitat occurs. The program is seeking help from 
the community to assist with koala sightings by those exploring or living around the Blue Mountains. 
Alice has designed a koala ecology and spotting workshop that will assist outdoor adventurers such as 
yourselves to discover koalas, signs of koalas such as scats and tree scratch marks, as well as show you 
how to identify potential koala habitat. The presentation will be fun and interactive, with maps of where 
we think koalas may be, comparisons of koala and other animal scats, pictures of good koala habitat 
and unlikely koala habitat, as well as how to use food tree identification booklets for you take on your 
adventures.

Wed 14 Oct - Sell, Swap, Buy used and loved Bushwalking Gear. Bring your gear, relatively new 
clothing and footwear to the SBW Sell, Swap, Buy evening extravaganza. All gear welcome across the 
range of SBW activities: hiking, climbing, canyoning... So clear out your cupboards, bring it in and free 
up some space. Just started with SBW and want to spend your money wisely or need to refresh your 
gear? Come to the Sell, Swap, Buy evening where gear will be on sale at great prices. Plus talk to the 
real experts about what to get and buy, we are out there doing the off track and over nights and who 
best to get advice from than those doing the walking every week? For this great event to go ahead 
please register your interest and your gear list with Tracey Avolio – tracey.avolio@hotmail.com by the 
30th of September.

Wed 21 Oct - Peru Trekking. One of the world’s top destinations for high mountain trekking, come 
and see the possibilities for yourself. Lesley Clarke has run a number of outstanding treks in the region 
and will also preview some future options. Slideshow of past trekking routes to Machu Picchu and in the 
north, a peek at future plans or find out how to get a trip organised with Colonia and with Lesley’s help.

Wed 18 Nov - Remote Mongolia. Mongolia remains one of the world’s last truly undiscovered trekking 
destinations; a land steeped in legacy created by the warriors of Chinggis Khan who created the largest 
land empire that the world has seen. Mongolia is a land of dramatic contrasts from barren mountains 
to emerald green seas of rolling grasslands dotted with herds of horses and the snowy white dwellings 
of today’s nomadic herders. This presentation will highlight the trekking in the Wild West of Mongolia 
between the Twin Peaks of Kharkhiraa and Turgen and show the different contrasts that this beautiful 
remote country offers.

If you have any ideas for social events, contact Tracey Avolio and Jan Spencer: social@sbw.org.au 

All meetings are held at the Kirribilli Neighbourhood Centre, Fitzroy St Kirribilli and start at 7.35 pm. 
The KNC is within easy walking distance of Milson’s Point station.

Social Evenings are preceded by a pre meeting dinner at the Mad Italian, a cheap and cheerful Italian 
restaurant just around the corner at 5A Broughton St, where club members congregate from 6.30pm on.

social@sbw.org.au
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The 2014 SBW Canyoneer of the year is…
Richard Pattison

… Lucy Keatinge! 2014 was a great year for Lucy 
who graduated the SBW canyon leader pathway, the 
first member in over 3 years to pass the rigorous 4 
stage process.

It’s great to see a female member take-out the 
award in such a male dominated sport, not since 
Dot Butler’s rejuvenated form of the 1967-8 season 
has a female been placed #1 SBW canyoneer.

Let’s review the 2014 canyon stats:

The chart illustrates the difficulty rating (Grindlay) 
and quality scale (Brennan) of the trips attended. 
These two metrics make a lovely couple.

There were 33 SBW canyon trips in calendar year 
2014, Lucy attended 2/3 of those and a clear winner 
on the quantity metric, the only metric that really 
matters in the canyon community: ticks.

Dennis Trembath chooses his trips wisely, being 
very selective based on their quality, Dennis’ five 
canyons were worth a Brennan average of 9/10. 
Wow!

However, Richard Lee is less organised, his 3 canyons 
were only worth 3.3/10. Stay strong Richard, it’s 
worth persevering, believe me, there are canyons 
out there three times as good, the sport can be 
enjoyable! As for Dennis… hmm, could be time to 
give up… it’s rapidly downhill from here ;o)

What about difficulty? Well, I was hoping to feature 
here, but Catherine McLachlan (nee Omal) blitzed 
the field with the toughest Grindlay rating possible. 
Catherine attended the four toughest trips of the 
year showing some fortitude. 2014 certainly was 
the year of the female canyoneer!

Finally, Vivien, come on, you’re at the bottom of the 
difficulty list again! (FURP)

Editor’s note:

For those who want to know more about the 
Grindlay rating, Richard provided the following 
table. Considering Richard wears the Grindlay rated 
2-3 canyoneering boots but thought he should 
score high in the difficulty department, we can only 
conclude that Richard is either confused by the 
Grindlay rating or completely delusional. Mind you 
I understand that Ms Grindlay herself is wondering 
about the rating!
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Terry Krieg, Modern Explorer
Roger Treagus

Terry came to give a 
presentation of his 
explorations at the 
SBW social night in 
June. He was funny 
and fascinating at the 
same time. His story is 
all about bushwalking 
where no one has 
bushwalked before. 
At the presentation 
he showed a super 8 
movie he took in 1983 
of his walk around 
Lake Eyre with his 
walking companion the 

famed desert explorer Warren Bonython. This is 
a truly historic film as no European had done this 
before. Terry’s talk covered many other walks he did 
with Warren as well from 1975 through to the first 
decade of this century.

What made the talk special for me was that here 
we had a person who had achieved the same feats 
of exploration as the 19th century explorers we all 
know from our Australian history. Names like Sturt, 
Oxley, Mitchell, Stuart, Giles, Kennedy, Burke and 
Wills are familiar to us from our school Australian 
history subject. The age of exploration started 
almost as soon as the settlement in Sydney Cove 
was established motivated by the need to find arable 
land. The discovery of the plains west of the Blue 
Mountains sparked the golden period of exploration 
that continued right through to the 1880s.

But exploration didn’t stop then. A lot of the interior 
was still a blank space on maps. The people that 
discovered the lands in these blank spaces in the 
20th century are not well known. Many of them were 
motivated by gold such as Harold Lassetter. But 
others wanted simply to put their feet on the ground 
where no recorded person had done before so as to 
get a complete picture of what this new land was 
really like. These were explorers you probably have 
never heard of such as Beadle, Bonython, Madigan 
and Price. Warren Bonython was a South Australian 
desert explorer and made the first north to south 
crossing on foot of the Simpson desert with Charles 

McCubbin in 1973 and was the first to cross the 
Gammon Ranges in 1946 He proposed the Heysen 
trail in the 1960s having been the first to walk the 
entire length from Cape Jervis to Parachilna Gorge 
in the Flinders..

Warren teamed up with Terry, a geography and 
science teacher from Port Lincoln in 1975 and 
together they shared many expeditions over 25 years 
and created many firsts: first to walk the Willouran 
Ranges, the NW offshoot of the Flinders extending to 
near Lake Eyre, and first to circumnavigate on foot 
Lake Eyre itself which was arguably their greatest 
achievement in 1983. It was a 30 day, 550km 
unsupported walk. Due to its extreme inaccessibility 
much of that country has never been trodden on 
by Europeans. Even aboriginal visitation has been 
rare due to the inhospitable nature of the land and 
the lack of game and water. But they saw it and 
documented it in much the same way as the great 
Victorian explorers did before them.They crossed 
and discovered new parts of the Gammon ranges 
and explored many other desert areas in the north 
of South Australia as well.

Terry wrote two books on all of these “bushwalks”, 
“Walking on Eyre” and Walking with Warren”. The 
second book incorporates all of the first book, 
which is about the Lake Eyre Walk, but includes 
everywhere else that Terry and Warren walked. 
Terry had his new second book on sale at his talk 
and a few SBW members bought copies. Before his 
departure back to his home in Port Lincoln, Terry 
left with me 8 copies of his second book in the hope 
that more will be interested enough to buy a copy. 
So you can think of this article either as a sales 
pitch or as information about a special bushwalking 
story that would interest many SBW members. 
The book has lots of pictures and maps showing 
where they walked and what they saw. This book 
goes well with that other South Australian tale of 
exploration, “Rock Star: the story of geologist Reg 
Sprigg” who went bush with none other than the 
great Douglass Mawson and Cecil Madigan. Terry’s 
book sells for $30 and I can deliver it to you free. If 
you are interested give me a call on 0423262313 or 
email at rtreagus@optusnet.com.au.

http://www.sbw.org.au/content_common/pg-sbw-first-aid.seo
http://www.bushwalk.com
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Crocs In McDonnell Ranges 2015: Redbank to 
Serpentine Gorges
13-23 July: David Rostron

Although advertised for the partly disabled, of the 
13 starters, only 3 came into this category-Anne-
Marie Cooper with a knee issue, Henry Gold (80) and 
yours truly (82). It was Henry’s 6th trip since 1959 
and 7th for me since 1984.  The range is wonderful 
– why we keep going back. But memories fade and 
I found the walking harder this time or maybe it was 
the body on the way out.

We headed east from Redbank with 2 days food. 
Redbank is typical of the area with red rock/cliffs, 
contrasting with the white ghost gums, many of 
which grow out of the cliff faces. The fittest 10 of the 
party ascended Mt Sonder’s west ridge direct from 
our Gorge campsite, an ascent of 700m over 3-4km 
to the south summit. Three of the party performed 
some rock gymnastics to reach the north summit. 
All descended the south east ridge to Rockybar Gap. 
The feeble used the Larapinta Trail to Rockybar-
about three and a half hours. There was flooding in 
the area in December 2014 but water was scarce 
and we relied on the Trail tank on the second night.

No rain fell during the trip. One of the delights of 
the area is sleeping out on sand. We had 6 nights 
of sand campsites and 4 on hard surfaces.Temps 
on most nights were about zero and a minus 2-3   
reading on one night, with ice on sleeping bags. Day 
temps were mainly mid to high teens but with cold 
winds.

On the second morning we used the Trail for 3-4 km. 
There were many photo stops - the stark eastern 
face and cliffs of Mt Sonder were most impressive. 
Thereafter it was off track except for 1-2 hours on 
tourist trails at Ormiston Gorge. Apart from sand/
gravel sections in creeks it was all concentration on 
one’s footing because of spinifex clumps, long grass  
and uneven and loose rocky surfaces. Arising from 
these conditions we had a casualty on the 6th night.  
Another casualty was footwear. Some of the party 

did not heed the advice to have good footwear for 
the rough terrain. Over the last 3-4 days there were 
frequent repairs with tape and super glue. These 
shoes/boots finished in the rubbish bin at Alice  
Springs

We reached Ormiston after a long third day and picked 
up another 8 days food. We had refreshments at the 
kiosk and followed by about 45 minutes walking up 
the Gorge with heavy packs. Next morning another 
3 hours north to Bowmans Gap where there were 
large pools and extensive sand areas. There were 
many immersions/swims in the very cold water. 
This was our base for 2 nights.

Next morning we explored the fantastic Canyon of 
the 13 Pools. This comprises delightful quartzite 
formations with some serious scrambling to reach 
the top large pool which is surrounded by 70-90m 
cliffs. In 1985 I had climbed the one to the north. 
On seeing it this time  my immediate reaction was 
”What stupidity” I recalled that that previously after 
ascending about 10 -15m the down climb would be 
quite difficult and I had to continue. 

A number of us tried to ascend to the Red Wall via 
a long ramp to the south but were stopped near the 
top by 20 m cliffs. Three of the party started  up from 
a lower point in the Canyon and were successful. We 
had a relaxed afternoon and evening at Bowman’s 
Gap. Next day there was about five hours walking 
east across Ormiston Pound to the campsite at the 
base of the south west climbing ridge of the Mt Giles 
massif. There has always been water in the creek.

Nine of the party climbed Mt Giles (700m) the next 
day. They reported magnificent 360 degree views 
from the summit. The remainder explored creeks 
and canyons. That evening Rosemary Macdougall 
was returning to the campfire when a rock moved 
and she fell, coming down hard on her right arm. 
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The diagnosis by our two doctors James Swinton 
and Stacey Johnstone was an undisplaced fracture of 
the right radius. The arm was splinted with Christine 
Austin’s wooden spoon and with medication she had 
a reasonably comfortable night. There are no tracks 
in this area otherwise she could have walked out 
to Ormiston Gorge (about 12km) the next day. It 
was not feasible over rough terrain with one arm 
in a sling and the risk of another fall. The PLB was 
set off at 6.50am and the helicopter arrived 2 hours 
later. The paramedics seemed disappointed that 
there was no treatment to be carried out. Rosemary 
enjoyed a very scenic flight back to Alice Springs. 
The diagnosis was confirmed by X-ray and the arm 
was plastered.

We headed east across the low ridges and creek 
beds, along the south side of the Giles massif which 
extends for 6-7 kms. Some canyons were explored 
but we did not find the delightful canyon which had 
been explored twice on previous trips. Anyway we 
had another pleasant creek bed campsite with a 
small bathing pool below a drinking water source.

The next day we continued east and became 
excited when we found a creek with an obvious 
spring source. We explored upstream for about 300 
metres to cliff lines. We had not visited this canyon 
before. At this stage we were at the eastern end of 
the Giles massif. We moved further downstream to 
an area where there were many shallow pools and 
most braved the cold water for a bath. 

A warm night of about 7-8 degrees was followed 
by the hottest day of the trip at about 25 degrees 
centigrade. We struggled across the 16 kilometres 
of rough terrain to Serpentine Gorge. In 1988 we 
had covered 6 to 8 kilometres of this section on the 
road through the Alice Valley and it was a 4-5 hour 
stroll to Serpentine. This time we only found about 
200 metres of the former road and it was a 6 ½ 
hour struggle to camp.

In 1988 half the party swam, waded and scrambled 
through Serpentine but this year the cold water 
discouraged everyone. I had forgotten how much 
climbing was involved in the rough trek over the 
range and of the existence of two chasms to be 
bypassed. The party spread out and took from 2.5-
3.5 hours to go over. On arrival Peter Love said: “I’ll 
swim through the gorge next time”.

The bus arrived early with fairy godmother, 
Rosemary providing two mandarins each and sweet 
treats. On her recommendation we had a great 
meal at Stumps Restaurant that night.

We are all grateful to Henry Gold who got up and 
lit the fire every morning between 6:30am and 
7:00am, while the rest of us were reluctant to leave 
the warmth of our sleeping bags.

Walk updates

Don’t forget to check the Short Notice Activities bulletin for any amendments to the quaterly 
program such as changes in walk dates. 

Many walks that go into the walks program are planned weeks or months ahead and unforeseen 
circumstances can arise in the meantime affecting walk details and dates. 
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Narrow Neck Exploratory #2
Sun 2 Aug: Ted Nixon. 

Narrowneck to be explored (in part) from underneath, 
leader Alex Allchin’s trip notes advised..

A small group of walkers - the claustrophobic 
warned off – undertook what proved to be a most 
varied and interesting walk. Our youthful leader has 
an admirably enquiring mind, so we didn’t race from 
A to B, but stopped to look at things, and muse, 
for instance, about where a vestigial pad might 
lead, and were told a bit about the history of each 
landmark.

In this spirit we started by heading out to Boars 
Head L.O. with its fine views of the Megalong, and 
Narrowneck  from the top. After descending the gully 
leading down through the Devils Hole, a cleft between 
two rock cliffs, we followed a rough rock climbers’ 
track contouring around the west [Megalong] side of 
Narrowneck. We got 
unexpected help from 
a chain down a steep 
rock slab and then we 
were at the start of the 
tunnel. This was used 
in the19th and early 
20th centuries for 
ferrying coal in carts 
under the neck of 
Narrowneck Plateau. 
The entrance is very 
small (see photo), 
and Alex was pleased 
to have located it 
again first go.

But, gentle reader, do not believe everything you 
are told by your leader. The tunnel was considerably 
lower in height than advertised (1.50m. to 2m., I 
seem to recall he gauged it]; so after scrabbling 
inside the entrance on our backs, when we were 
upright again we were, for the best part of 50 
minutes, bent double! Lucky I do back exercises! 
Unfortunately it proved impossible not to disturb 

the micro-bats.

The tunnel also seemed to be doubling as a creek. 
It was a very muddy creek, a viscous orange brown 
mud. It was still on my clothes a day after they were 
soaked in Napisan, after numerous rinses and two 
wash cycles! And, after three showers, on the inside 
of my ankles!

That was the main challenge.

After emerging from the tunnel it was easy going: 
we were on the Federal Pass ‘highway’, heading 
home past the Landslide and Scenic Railway and 
up the Furber Steps. But before the top of the steps 
we detoured to visit “a fantastic lookout in need of 
‘adoption’”. This proved to be Orphan Rock, which 
you can see from the bottom of the Scenic Railway, 
and it is well worth ‘adopting’. To climb up there are 
ricketty old wooden steps, with one or two missing. 
There is a big drop, but there’s also a handrail, 
so I was comfortable with it. You get great views, 
including that of the Skyway cable car. As a bonus, 
there was a foraging Lyrebird nearby.

For the record, I should say that we lost one of our 
number somewhere on the steps, but I am told that 
he has survived.

After a 9 o’clock start, we were out by 3.30.

Not your routine SBW walk, but a thoroughly 
enjoyable and instructive one. Thanks Alex, and 
fellow-walkers.
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Leaders: After the activity, reports must be submitted via the online form. If your walk is cancelled, please 
send a brief email advising the same to walksreporting@sbw.org.au. Keep the signature sheet as this is a 
legal document. If you want your report to be published as an article email the report and any photos (jpeg 
or tiff format) to editor@sbw. org.au. 

You can also send one or two photos to the editor for inclusion in the walk reporting section of the magazine.

Walks and Activities Report

13 Jun - 23 Jul 2015  Redbank to Serpentine Gorges McDonnell Ranges

Beautiful views, mainly cold weather & rough walking underfoot.

See article above.

David Rostron

James Swinton
Grace & Peter Love
Christine & Craig 
Austin
Anne-Marie Cooper
John Currie
Rosemary 
Macdougall
Mary Liu
Richard Winthorpe
Henry Gold

P Members

Stacey Johnstone

29 Jun - 12 Jul 2015 Larapinta Trail West McDonnell NP

Wow – what an adventure! 14 days in the spectacular and remote West 
McDonnell Ranges NP walking the Larapinta Trail west to east.

Our walk started at Redbank Gorge at the western end of the trail with our 
initial side trip climbing Mt Sonder for views of what was to come over the next 
two weeks as we followed the marked trail east through to the end point at the 
Alice Springs Telegraph Station (actually our end point was the Todd Tavern!).

I would like to thank the fantastic group of friends who joined this walk for 
making it such a pleasurable experience as we shared the trials and tribulations 
of an extended walk through this harsh and often unforgiving environment.

There are way too many highlights, stories and events to comment on here 
however will be shared at the August Social Evening including a selection of 
stunning photographs.

Robert Carter

Petros Nikoloudis
Michelle Rose
Martyne Preston
David Angell
Lyn Hungerford

2 Jul 2015 Mangrove Creek McPherson State Forest

Great winter walking, clear crisp. Winter wildflowers in particular Boronia and 
Gymeas now on display. Rugged sandstone caves at Kesby Point with four 
lyrebird nests and aboriginal rock art. Found an old convict era stone bridge on 
a tributary stream to Mangrove Creek, plus a 19th century boiler for a logging 
mill at Boiler Flat. Nice climb up to a sandstone capped ridge to the Site of the 
Emus, finishing with the extraordinary Swintons Cave. A good day with great 
company.

John Kennett

Jim Collier
Jim Close

P Members

Peter Sheridan

http://sbw.org.au/walk-reporting
mailto:editor%40sbw.org.au?subject=
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4 Jul 2015 Cedar Creek Blue Mountains NP

Our fairly large group set off at 0830 from the Golden Stairs car park in perfect 
winter walking condition. We reached Ruined Castle quickly. Two people feeling 
slightly unwell left the party to return at their own pace to the starting point. 
The rest descended off track to Cedar Creek. This section proved to be a bit 
more challenging than expected and we reached Cedar Creek later and further 
upstream than originally planned. This turned out to be quite a good thing as 
we were able to explore a longer section of Cedar Creek. We had lunch in Cedar 
Cave before exploring the creek further downstream. Around 1330 we tried to 
get out of Cedar Creek through a new route, but we quickly hit an impasssable 
cliff line. We found a pass through the cliff but it would have required setting up 
a rope to climb out and considering the size of the party we decided it would be 
too risky. We descended again to the creek and retraced out steps. We returned 
to Ruined Castle around 1545. After a short break we set off again and finished 
the walk at the Golden Stairs car park at 1730.

Bruno De 
Villenoisy

Stephen Brading
Peter Cai
Jose Correra
Thuy Ho
Cathy Hui
Huw Ap Rees
John Robb
Tim Yewdall

P Members
Ewa Borowiec
Alexa Bullen
Sera Derham
Des Derham
Jamey Foti
Keigh Y.K. Lee
Diana Porta
Rachel
Tulin Selbes
Weiyun Yu

4 - 5 Jul 2015 NavShield - Team Never Truly Lost Yengo NP

What an event! Hundreds of people, dozens of teams and two Sydney Bushwalkers 
competing to get the most number of points in the 29 hour event. We rushed 
off at the start of the event and shot off away from the crowds, hoping that we 
were going in the right direction. Being my first proper bush navigation event, I 
was quite worried that we'd easily get lost on the course. A few mistakes were 
made along the way - shooting off in the complete opposite direction, turning 
off a fire trail and looking for a check point over a km too early, and trusting 
instinct instead of the compass, but we were never truly lost. Night navigation 
was an amazing new experience, and trying to pick the small land form changes 
was made all the more difficult by the maps 20m contour interval.

It was a chilly night (apparently -6.8°C in the valley!) and we crashed a bit before 
2am on a high point after failing to find a checkpoint. With both of us wrapped 
up in sheets of tyvek for shelter, we somehow overslept and were woken up by 
the dreaded SUBW team who happened to stumble through our camp at 7:15! 
Embarrassed, we hastily packed up our things, skipped breakfast and shot off 
to collect as many point we could in the time remaining. Surprisingly, we soon 
passed the SUBW team who'd slowed in pace after pressing on through the 
night, they looked a little worse for wear!

A couple more mistakes were made after noon under the pressure of the ticking 
clock, but we eventually made it back with time to spare to score a total of 1720 
points, placing second overall out for bushwalkers and emergency services to 
SUBW. Weekend well spent and definitely looking forward to next year. It was 
great to see so many from the club involved through BWRS, and thanks to Alan 
for getting me up all those hills! See here for a map of our (anticlockwise) route 
- http://goo.gl/kG6AZy

Alex Allchin

Alan Osland

http://goo.gl/kG6AZy
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5 Jul 2015 Alison Point to Little Wobby Brisbane Waters NP

We had a large group for this walk, and a beautiful fine day to do it on. We had 
gained permission from the people who live at Alison Point to land there from 
the water taxi, and then to do the rough and scrubby off-track ascent to the high 
clifftops behind their property. Once up on top we enjoyed magnificent views of 
the lower Hawkesbury River and the adjacent hills. We continued our way off-
track through the bush to a great lunch spot from where we could enjoy more 
panoramic views of the river. We then got onto a rough foot track which led to 
Tank Creek and eventually came out at Rocky Ponds. Later on we enjoyed more 
fabulous views from high on the clifftops above Little Wobby, before making the 
steep and rough descent down a narrow valley to Little Wobby for the ferry trip 
back to Brooklyn. It was a great day, full of spectacular views, and we all had 
a marvellous time.

Nigel Weaver

Margaret Weaver
Rosemary 
MacDougal
Roger Treagus
Jan McLean
Geoff Colman
Chris Miller
Misako Sugiyama
Margaret Carey
Brian Tomney
Amanda Mallon
Terry Moss
Isabel Moss
Pamela Irving
Mike Barton

P Members

Joan Chan
Elizabeth Ryan

8 Jul 2015 Manly to Taronga Sydney Harbour

A few clouds around but the sun was poking through so cold but good weather 
for walking. We headed off from Manly Wharf at 9.30 am. One of the SBW 
members had missed the ferry so was going to catch up with us at The Spit.

Fortunately the tide was out so we could get over the mud flats at North Harbour 
Reserve rather than doing the street circuit.

Morning Tea at the Aboriginal Rock Engravings, picked up our missing walker 
at The Spit and then lunch at 12.20 pm at Rosherville Reserve (Chinamans 
Beach). The skies opened up just as we were about to leave, but fortunately 
only a quick shower which was finished by the time we got to Balmoral.

Reached Taronga Wharf by 3.00 pm in time for the 3.20 pm ferry.

Robyn Christie

Lynn Dabbs
Rosemary 
MacDougal
Philip Hayes
Grace Love
Peter Love
Pamela Irving

P Members

Bruce Worten
Ruyin Yang

Visitors

Betty Chow
+ 11 Bush Club 
Members

10 - 12 Jul 2015 NAV101 Kanangra-Boyd NP

Due to a forbidding snow forecast for the weekend the trip was moved from 
Kanangra to Coolana. Dinner on Friday night was had at the Kangaroo Valley 
pub. Some people camped in the Coolana car park, others walked down the 
road to camp on the flat. There were 3 members and 6 prospective members 
present. On Saturday with maps and compass in hand the party walked around 
Coolana and over to the Quakers. A very pleasant campfire was enjoyed by 
all on Saturday night. Sunday morning it was drizzling and cold so further 
instruction was given in the shelter shed with the party departing for home late 
in the morning. The flat battery in Peter's car was fixed by a proper man on 
Sunday morning after which Peter drove home.

Don Finch

Skye O'Donnell
Alice Yang

P Members

Sandra Louw
Danie Louw
Serje Robidoux
Adrian Magno
Syann Williams
Peter Sheridan
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Have you seen the latest Colong 
Foundation Bulletin?

If not, you can download it from the  
Colong Foundation website at:
www.colongwilderness.org.au

11 Jul 2015 Bonnum Pic Nattai NP

Brilliant day for a walk with such grand distant views. Early morning sea of cloud 
in the valleys below, wonderful walk along cliff edges to the narrow protruding 
Bonnum Pic. Everyone mastered the "slide of death" though Jim and I mumbled 
afterwards that its the last time we will do it. Congrats to the Prospectives who 
got a taste of what SBW is about.

John Kennett

Peter Cai
Michael Browning
Dirk Goes
Rob Schroettner
Owen Kimberley
Cathy Hui
Bruno De Villenoisy
Vivien de Remy de 
Courcelles
Jim Close

P Members

Yoon Lee
Andrew Price
Ruyin Yang

11 Jul 2015 Constance Gorge Exploration Wollemi NP

Highlights: Aboriginal art, 4 passes (2 in, 2 out) of Constance Gorge, old miners 
steps chopped out of the rock, beautiful rain forest gorge & 1 canyon. Lowlights: 
failed to find the western pass back into Constance gorge at dusk, aborted and 
chased the fading light north, managed to find a way down with 3 hand-over-
hands/abseils, reaching the creek with head-torches in use. We made it to 
Newnes for happy hour by 7pm, a respectable time in summer, not so in winter!

Richard Pattison

Alan Osland
Lucy Keatinge
Simon Hager
Sue Bucknell

11 Jul 2015 Valley of the Waters Blue Mountains NP

We were lucky in that the weather was warmer than expected (9°C) in the 
morning with clear skies. The views from the National Pass across the Jamison 
Valley and onto Mount Solitary were spectacular. And we saw all of the waterfalls: 
Wentworth Falls, Lower Wentworth Falls, Hippocrene Falls, Vera Falls and a few 
along the Valley of the Waters. There was a slight change in plan whereby we 
completed all of Wentworth Pass and National Pass before we headed to the 
Conservation Hut for an afternoon tea. Finishing our walk via the lovely Darwins 
Walk.

Isabelle Moss

Terry Moss
Joanne McLachlan
Melanie Freer
Chris Dowling
Amanda Mallon
Jodie Dixon

P Members

Diana Porta
Jaimey Foti
Jean Huang
Cerine Kahajaroen 
Dave Sann
Brenda McLennan
Alexa Bullen

The latest edition of the  
Bushwalking NSW magazine is available for 

downloaded at:
http://www.bushwalkingnsw.org.au/bushwalker-

archives/

http://www.colongwilderness.org.au/
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11 Jul 2015 Cowan - Berowra - Hornsby Berowra Valley NP

As half expected I commenced this daywalk alone at 7.45am about 10 minutes 
behind a couple of Oxfamers. There are nice wildflowers on the border of the 
Mugamorra Reserve and all of the valleys below were filled with fog resembling 
the Blue Mountains. Wanting to be sure of getting to Berowra on time I walked flat 
out (no running). Arrived at Berowra Waters Ferry after 2hrs walking. Arrived at 
Berowra station 10am and met Karen and Pam. Got away by 10.30am and had 
a short first lunch at Crosslands two hours later. Then a long walk to Crosslands 
at a steady ankle protecting pace for a sort second lunch. Our pace quickened 
on the road to Hornsby Quarry and towards the Pogson Trig and down to the 
Fishponds. On the way out our names and contact detail were recorded by a 
policeman as we were walking in a criminal investigation area. At the Rosemead 
trackhead there were 10 police vehicle, a couple of cameras and locals asking 
for us for details. A unusual way to finish a walk

Stephen Brading

Stephen Brading
Pam Campbell
Karen Kool

http://www.vivaexpeditions.com
http://www.vivaexpeditions.com
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11 - 12 Jul 2015 Kowmung - Ruby Creek Kanangra-Boyd NP

Had a full house sign up but due to various misadventures 3 hardy souls were 
left to brave the ominous conditions, this being the weekend of the "Antarctic 
Vortex" with forecast of min -2° max +3° Celsius together with gale force 
winds and snow. With a short walk planed we decided to drive up on Saturday 
morning. We took our time and drove to the end of Kanangra to check out how 
many other walkers were about before going back to the start of the Uni Rover 
trail where we were the only car. We started walking in bright blue sunshine at 
9:45am

Despite a slight tendency to veer left I managed to navigate to Mt Pallin and 
then Ghosts Mountain which are only a small bump on the otherwise flat 
plateau area. Much more impressive was Doyles Peak with granite tors and a 
magnificent view over the Kowmung valley. The folded limestone strata on the 
other side being especially impressive. We stopped for morning tea to enjoy the 
view and of course the still wonderful weather.

From Doyles Peak the route down to the Kowmung was very steep with unstable 
rocks and soil. The navigation was quite deceptive with many side spurs at a 
plausible angle going off to steep drops. We managed to stay on the main spur 
and arrived at the river a bit before 2pm. It was getting cold and the weather 
looked like it could start to close in so a quick snack was substituted for lunch 
and we would press on to an early camp. There are some lovely pools that 
would be a great swim in summer. The campsite was easy to find at the point 
of the bend on the same side of the river about 200m past the Ruby Creek 
junction. Thank goodness we did not have to cross the river as it was flowing 
well and no doubt freezing cold. We arrived at camp at 3:15pm so plenty of 
time to set up and the rain was holding off with blue patches still in the sky. 
Rain eventually arrived but it was not until after dinner. Rather than scurry to 
our tents we just stoked up the fire with enough timber to see off the arriving 
antarctic vortex and sure enough within 20 minutes the rain had passed and we 
continued our chat around the fire. We went off to bed with the second round 
of rain with thoughts about each others hobbies outside bushwalking which 
was the topic of discussion around the fire. Who knew what creative people 
we walk with. On another day my imagination may have kept me awake but 
with the pitter patter of the rain I quickly fell asleep. It had rained during the 
night but in the morning blue was threatening to back through the cloud. It 
was also surprisingly mild. At 8:10am we set off with the hope of getting up 
the first steep 700m before any rain. At 1050m the first sign of snow was seen 
and the weather had closed in with a gale blowing. It was getting very cold 
and thankfully no rain. When we arrived at Mt Misery there was a dusting of 
snow on the ground. Occasional bursts of sun and some light snowing. Nothing 
miserable about this place we were having a great time. The walk up was easier 
than the way down the previous day and we had dodged all the worse weather. 
Back on the Uni Rover trail after a visit to Lost Rock it was a pleasant walk 
through the white wonderland back to the car.

John Flint

Bill Raffle
Steve Willems
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SBW members are eligible for Free Paddy Pallin Club membership.

Take along the Paddy Pallin ad in this newsletter and they will honor this offer!

12 Jul 2015 LCC-BM Canyon Circuit Wollemi NP

Following thunder/hail storms overnight and the temperature at 2°C with snow 
blowing-in, we sensibly shortened the walk for safety and comfort reasons. 
Bell Miner canyon is an excellent bushwalk with the walls just 1m apart. We 
continued up to the tops for great views of the Wolgan valley, then completed 
our circuit via the southern ridge, being forced to hand-over-hand/abseil off the 
end.

Richard Pattison

Alan Osland
Lucy Keatinge
Simon Hager
Sue Bucknell
Tim Hager

12 Jul 2015 Gasper Buttress Morton NP

The forecast snow above 800m on Central Tablelands made me decide not to 
go ahead with the planned Gasper Buttress route. Instead I decided to visit 
the Shoalhaven and get some much needed hill climbing in preparation for the 
K2K. We ended up going up and down 4 ridges with a total of 1850m climbing. 
Three of these ridges were off track with loose rocky terrain. As usual the ridges 
in the Shoalhaven didn't have much scrub. Highlights of the day were the cool 
and very windy weather which was perfect for climbing and the prolific wild life. 
Climbing one ridge we met up with three Echnidas in company happily waddling 
down the hill. Upon seeing us they calmly dug in and waited till we left. Also saw 
plenty of Lyrebirds on Badgerys Spur. Have never been able to get so close to 
so many birds on one walk. We stood as close as 5 metres. It must be mating 
season as they were clearly concentrating hard on wooing the local females 
with their beautiful imitations of all the other local bird life.

Geoff Goodyer is a very fit prospective member who completed this very 
challenging walk. He kept up all day and after I told him to ascend at his own 
speed he beat me up the last climb. I would say he is fit enough to complete 
any day walks in our club.

Paul Barton

P Members

Geoff Goodyer

15 Jul 2015 Taber Trig Ku-ring-gai Chase NP

Not enough starters for an official walk. Majestic sunny winter day. We went in 
search of an unpublished McCarty site that Jim had uncovered at the Mitchell 
Library. The site is on Cowan Point, a beautiful peninsula poking into Cowan 
Creek. Like many McCarty sites, it eluded us despite an intensive search. But a 
Wedgetail Eagle cruising at tree top level was a bonus plus we found a charcoal 
drawing of a fish in a cave unrecorded in any of the aboriginal archeological 
records we know. Jim promises to put this on as a weekend walk in the Spring. 
Don't miss it!

John Kennett

James Collier

16 Jul 2015 Bobbin Head Circuit Ku-ring-gai Chase NP

Only four of us braved Sydney's weather for this circuit. The Warrimoo/Bobbin 
Head tracks were wetter than normal resulting in us having to divert slightly 
off track several times to avoid the water. The original plan was to continue on 
the Gibberagong and Murrua Link tracks back to Bobbin Head Road but flooding 
of the Mangroves boardwalks saw us changing the plan and walking back up 
Bobbin Head road instead. Made it back to the cars just as the rain started. Not 
quite the walk that was planned, but still an enjoyable evening.

Genevieve Savill

Susan Healey
Kelly O'Reilly

P Members

Alexa Bullen

http://www.paddypallin.com.au/
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18 Jul 2015 Coast Track (Otford to Bundeena) Royal NP

A cold and windy day with a bit of rain late in the walk thrown in for good 
measure – not the best of conditions for a scenic walk along the coastline.

Early in the walk during the descent from the escarpment we met a very friendly 
Fox that was definitely not afraid of humans – Isabelle wanted to take it home!

No real issues during this relatively fast paced walked with us missing the 3.00 
pm ferry by minutes which unfortunately meant that we had time for a post-
walk celebration in the bus shelter beside the wharf – along with a very chatty 
tourist from Scotland.

Congratulations to Prospective Members – Adrien, Kevin and Simon – who 
successfully completed their qualifying walk. A great group to walk with and 
good to see a couple of familiar faces back on the track.

Robert Carter

Brian Tomney
Wayne Gardner
Isabelle Moss
Terry Moss
Petros Nikoloudis

P Members

Simon Tellam
Adrien Magno
Kevin Reeves

18 - 19 Jul 2015 Get out to the 'Gambe! Blue Mountains NP

With both Bells Line of Road and the Great Western Hwy closed due to back 
ice and vehicular accidents, Saturday turned into a trip down to check out the 
healthy Bowens Creek, where Jim looked for the threatened Macquarie Perch 
without success. An early camp was then had at Mt Wilson.

Sunday saw Lucy and Philip join the party as we headed out to the upper 
section of the Wollangambe River. The coal spill site was first inspected before 
we headed downstream to where a clean flowing tributary entered the polluted 
Wollangambe. The contrast between the two was just shocking. For photos, 
videos and the latest information on the spill, join the facebook group (https://
goo.gl/bJyy4G) or visit the Colong Foundations webpage (http://goo.gl/
WRsgp0)

Alex Allchin

Steve Dolphin
Lucy Keatinge
Melinda Turner
Jim Vaughan
Philip Worledge

19 Jul 2015 Heartbreaker Blue Mountains NP

Due to snow falls we changed the walk and did the standard triple Yo-Yo walk 
in Govetts Creek area. A strong party made easy work of a challenging walk. 
Thanks everyone for an enjoyable day.

Paul Barton

Angela Barton
Peter Cai
Kelly O'Reilly

P Members

Geoff Goodyer
George Cagle

20 Jul 2015 Canyon off Petries Gully Wollemi NP

OK

Yuri Bolotin

Daryl Watson
Leigh McClintock
Ryan Swaine

https://goo.gl/bJyy4G
https://goo.gl/bJyy4G
http://goo.gl/WRsgp0
http://goo.gl/WRsgp0
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21 - 22 Jul 2015 Wild Dogs (Overnight) Blue Mountains NP

A few changes to the walk as planned however all making for a much more 
interesting route. Given Tim’s deep knowledge of the Wild Dogs area he took 
on duties as a ‘tour guide’ showing some new routes (for the leader) and also 
a visit to an abandoned mine above Breakfast Creek. During a quick stop at 
Frying Pan Flat we observed an abandoned bong in the fire place!

A few crossings of the Coxs River was very chilly with one section midway up 
our thighs and one of the party piking by removing their boots to avoid wet 
feet!

The small campsite above the Jenolan River is ideal for an overnight stop with a 
great fire place (with resident utensils and a can of VB kindly provided by Tim) 
and the burbling of the river throughout the night. Our night was cool resulting 
in an early retreat to the tents and a bit of rain fell during the early hours.

Our intended return route via Tinpot Hill to the back of Galong Farm was 
dispensed with to explore a fairly steep track ascending from GR 414576 to the 
western side of Ironpot Mountain at GR 412573 and then meeting the Ironpot 
Ridge track at GR 412571. This leg will certainly add to the ‘Q’ status in future 
walks.

Overall a great midweek walk and fantastic company throughout!

Robert Carter

Tim Sutherland

25 Jul 2015 Mt Shuttle Marramarra NP

It was great to finally cross Mt Shuttle off ‘the list’ and I can honestly say that 
given the extremely challenging off-track walking we experienced it doesn’t 
surprise me why there are less than 100 names in the Shuttle Trig log book 
since 1997!

This was one of those classic walks that came about by sitting on a rock platform 
for lunch with a fantastic view and thinking ‘Mt Shuttle looks interesting’… and 
it was very interesting.

A small group who accepted the challenge of the thick scrub and dubious 
descents/ascents without any complaints and also sharing the ‘bulldozer’ role 
throughout the walk. One of the highlights was a pristine creek running between 
our descent point and the base of Mt Shuttle where we also visited on the return 
leg as water supplies were getting low on this relatively warm winter’s day.

Our lunch spot on the north-eastern side of Mt Shuttle provided fantastic views 
up Marramarra Creek, across to Fishermans Point, Bar Island and beyond. It 
also provided the opportunity to view Mt Blanche and Pie Dish Hill that are 
possible future destinations (including New Guinea Hill) – John Kennett only 
groaned when this was proposed.

Given the effort put in throughout the day and it getting late it was decided to 
vary the return leg to follow Marramarra Ridge as opposed to the planned route 
down to Marramarra Creek and up the power line service trail.

A good day for those who enjoy off-track walking in rarely visited areas and 
all of the scratches that accompanying it. Congratulations to David Brooks on 
completing his first walk with the club and – more importantly – wanting to join 
more such walks!

Robert Carter

John Kennett
Petros Nikoloudis
Michelle Rose
Scott Lee

P Members

David Brooks

25 Jul 2015 Wild Dogs Blue Mountains NP

A long, hard day of walking. Cathy started calling the walk a Wild Dogs triple 
yoyo and she was right. We went up and down all day. The ridge off Heartbreaker 
was not pleasant, being steep, slow and scrubby. One to remember to avoid in 
the future. It was well and truly dark by the time we finished and it tested the 
battery life of some of our torches. Thanks to my fellow walkers for the fun day 
and great spirit as we walked in the dark.

Angela Barton

Paul Barton
Cathy Hui
Peter Cai
Sue Bucknell

P Members

George Cagle
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25 Jul 2015 Mount Solitary Blue Mountains NP

Beautiful day out.

Terry Moss

David Trinder
Karen Kool
Brian Tomney
Chris Dowling
Ted Nixon
Jodie Dixon

P Members

Jon Bell
Yoon Keigh Y.K. Lee
Jean Huang
Peter Bruce
Jenny Gerada
Minfeng Gu Trinder

Visitor

John Murgatroyd

25 Jul 2015 Get Back to the 'Gambe Too Blue Mountains NP

The purpose of this walk was to visit the river at a few places, to try to find 
out how far downstream the coal fines had spread. The first point we visited 
was northwest of "Centre of the Universe" and the river bed looked pretty bad 
- almost completely coated with coal fines. The next place we visited was well 
downstream, although upstream of the crater, and appeared to be free of coal 
fines. We then went to an intermediate point, which had some coal fines. It 
looks like the coal fines have spread a long way down the river, which is very 
concerning. On a brighter note, we found some very interesting metallic rock 
on our way back from the river. The clear air provided panoramic views from 
Centre of the Universe.

Ian Thorpe

Alex Allchin
John Flint
Roslyn Thorpe

Visitor

Scott Allchin

Build Up & Wet
Our most dramatic seasons

www.bushwalkingholidays.com.au rrwillis@internode.on.net    Ph: 08 8985 2134

Willis’s Walkabouts

Our water is warm! Southern Australia has

nothing like our tropical seasons. We can't do

them justice here. Check out our Build Up and

Wet season pages and see why.

www.bushwalkingholidays.com.au/buildup.shtml

www.bushwalkingholidays.com.au/wet.shtml

We want more of you to experience our amazing

seasons so we will give a minimum of a $500

discount to anyone who quotes this ad and books

one of our Australian trips beginning between

October 2015 & March 2016. Ask for details.

Better still, go fishing and ...................................

you could win $1 million.
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25 - 26 Jul 2015 Coxs River and Goolara Peak Blue Mountains NP

Great weather for this beautiful walk along the Coxs. Swing bridge on the river 
is always fun, especially if it's the first time you have done it. Beautiful little 
campsite on the river. Very enjoyable evening around the fire with great mates. 
Found an easier way up Goolara Peak! And a very big thank you to Ms Keatinge 
for that amazing cake :)

Melinda Turner

Virginia Waller
Huw ap Rees
Lucy Keatinge
Catherine Mullane
Calogero Panvino
Elicia O’Reilly

25 - 26 Jul 2015  100 Man Cave Kanangra-Boyd NP

A very cold and windy weekend in Kanangra. A mid afternoon arrival at 100 
Man Cave where water and firewood was collected and a few of us dashed off to 
visit 1000 Man Cave. On returning the party at club 100MC had lit a welcoming 
fire and happy hour was declared open. On Sunday the wind practically blew us 
all the way back to Kanangra Walls where cake was consumed and we started 
our convoy home. Congratulations to Alexa and Margot on completing their 
overnight qualifying walks and also welcome to Richard and Samantha as this 
was their first walk with SBW

Frances Bottrell

Lisa Sheldon
Glenn Draper
Kerry Atkins
Richard Quinn

P Members

Alexa Bullen
Margot Bull
Richard Eastmead
Samantha Koren

27 Jul - 1 Aug 2015 Yuraygir Coastal Walk Yuraygir NP

After some public transport issues on Monday (no afternoon bus from Red 
Rock to Grafton) and a short side trip to the blue and green pool in Angourie, 
Glenn and Anna started the walk back to Red Rock on Tuesday mid morning, 
taking mainly tracks trough the bushes behind the dunes to Grey Cliff camp 
ground. On Wednesday, we met with Leigh in Brooms Head and walked the few 
remaining kilometres to Sandon Camp Ground. The next morning started with 
our first river crossing. We then decided to take the beach track to Illaroo and 
Minnie Water, where we stopped for an early lunch. The plan was to stay the 
night in Borkoom Camp ground - however, several caravans and campervans 
had spread out over the camp sites and a new BBQ-hut was under way. We 
therefore preferred to keep on walking along the next beach to Wooli and stayed 
at the commercial camp ground there. The next morning started late as we 
had to wait for the tide to go out. After crossing Wooli river it took us about 2 
hours for the "hardest" part of the whole walk across rock platforms and pebble 
beaches. After that it was easy walking again on our final two beaches to our 
last river crossing. On the other side of Saltwater Creek, our last camp site and 
the car for the return journey back to Sydney on Saturday waited in Red Rock.

Anna Thorwart

Glenn Draper
Leigh McClintock

Can’t think of a walk to lead?
There are well over 1,000 overnight and extended trips outlined in the Historical Walks Database, 

found by logging in to the Members Area on our website and following the link to Historical 
Walks Record

www.sbw.org.au

Here you will find a list of all the overnight or extended walks run by the club from its inception 
to the present day. Look at the region you are interested in and see what walks have been done 

there in the past! 

Use this wonderful resource to help plan your next walk!
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Get all your hiking gear from the World’s
leading brands: www.paddypallin.com.au

The Scarpa Kinesis and Mythos 
GORETEX® 3 season Hiking boots 
defi ne a new standard in hiking 
comfort. ActiveFit technology means 
you can travel the distance with the 
perfect combination of ergonomic 
speed lacing, ankle padding and 
maximised freedom of movement.
Our go-to multi-day hiking boot.

Mythos

 
Kinesis

SYDNEY  507 Kent Street. Ph 9264 2685
MIRANDA 581-587 Kingsway. Ph 9525 6829
KATOOMBA 166 Katoomba Street. Ph 4782 4466
MAILORDER Customer Service & Information 1300 654 259
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